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NAB, Las Vegas, NV – Chimera Lighting in partnership with
LiteGear is excited to launch its newest product; the Panel Lantern,
Powered by LiteGear. A portable LED Lighting solution that
combines the innovative LiteGear LED technology with the tried and
true reliability of Chimera Lightbanks. The Panel Lantern packs a
whole lot of versatility in a very portable package.
Based on Chimera’s innovative and proven Panel Frame System the Panel Lantern is more than just a lantern; it
gives users a portable, compact, reliable, and multipurpose light fixture. The Panel Lantern can be used in
studio for simple fill light, yet is easily transportable for on location and run-and-gun applications.
The LiteGear LED engines feature high CRI and TLCI (>95) and are CCT adjustable from 2600K to 6000K and
uses LiteGear’s field proven, reliable flicker free dimming control.
The Panel Lantern is available as a kit which includes the LED head unit, a 24”x24” collapsible Chimera Panel
Frame, Lantern Fabric, dimmer, 12 ft. head power cable and power supply. The kit fits into a compact
16x28x3” (406x711x76 mm) ballistic bag and weighs less than 6 lbs (2.7kg), which equals ultimate
portability. Use the optional Skirt Kit to allow masking or downlighting.
Rigging options for the Panel Lantern include the specially designed 2.5” Matthews/Chimera Grip Head
(3750), or Panel Clamp kits (3760), which allows the Panel Lantern to be placed on a stand or a boom or
dead hung.
The Panel Lantern will be shipping in June 2018. Stop by Chimera Lighting’s booth C4749 at NAB for a
demo.
For additional information on CHIMERA’s Lighting Products and your nearest dealer,
visit www.chimeralighting.com.
ABOUT LITEGEAR
LiteGear designs and builds LED lighting gear for professionals in Cinema, TV, and HD Video industries.
LiteGear was the pioneer behind the popularization of flexible LED lighting for use in Cinema and TV lighting
applications. Our hero product, LED LiteRibbon™ has transformed sets across the nation by allowing set and
lighting designers to integrate light into places that were not previously possible. http://www.litegear.com/
ABOUT CHIMERA
CHIMERA has been providing high quality light modifing products to the motion picture, video and still
photography community worldwide since 1980. Chimera products are lightweight and portable and can turn
your hard light into a beautiful broad, diffused light source within minutes. Chimera products include
Lightbanks, Strip Banks, Mini and Maxi Banks, OctaPlus Banks, Panels and Frames, Lanterns, and Speed
Rings.
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